Stripe Climate allows you to remove carbon as you grow your business

With Stripe Climate, you can direct a fraction of your revenue to help scale emerging carbon removal technologies in just a few clicks. Join a growing group of ambitious businesses changing the course of carbon removal.

Early purchasers can help new carbon removal technologies get down the cost curve and up the volume curve. Experience with manufacturing learning and experience curves has shown repeatedly that deployment and scale beget improvement, a phenomenon seen across DNA sequencing, hard drive capacity, and solar panels.

If a broad coalition of like-minded buyers commits substantial investment, we're optimistic that we can shift the trajectory of the industry and increase the likelihood the world has the portfolio of solutions needed.

Carbon removal is a critical part of stopping climate change

To prevent the most catastrophic effects of climate change, we should aim to limit global average temperature increase to 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels, which corresponds to reducing global annual CO₂ emissions from about 40 gigatons per year as of 2018, to net zero by 2050. To accomplish this, the world will likely need to both radically reduce the new emissions we put into the air, and remove carbon already in the atmosphere.

Get started today in just a few clicks

1. Select Climate in your Stripe Dashboard
2. Set Climate contribution
   100% goes to Climate (0% fees)
3. Publish your commitment with a customizable webpage

Have questions? Send us an email at support@stripe.com